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LONG-TERM INTERACTION
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SOCIALLY ASSISTIVE ROBOTICS*
* Lara et al. (2017), ICORR and IBERDISCAP.
* Casas et al. (2018), Late Breaking Report, HRI and Personal Robots for Exercising and Coaching workshop, HRI and IEEE 2nd Colombian 
Conference on Robotics and Automation (CCRA).
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MULTI-MODAL INCREMENTAL BAYESIAN NETWORK
▶Primary biometric: Face 
similarity scores 
▶Weighted soft biometrics:
▶Gender
▶Age
▶Height 
▶Time of interaction
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OPEN-SET IDENTIFICATION
▶The system should identify if the user is “unknown” or previously 
encountered: open-set identification (Scheirer et al. 2013)
▶Introduce two-step ad hoc mechanism for Bayesian network:
1. “Unknown” state using face recognition threshold (θFR)
2. Quality of the estimation (Q)
Scheirer et al. (2013), “Toward open set recognition,” IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence. 
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INCREMENTAL LEARNING
▶“Tabula rasa” state: no prior knowledge of users
▶Users will be encountered sequentially, and multiple times
▶Incremental learning of unknown users: open world recognition 
(Bendale and Boult, 2015)
▶Scale the Bayesian network without the need for retraining
▶Likelihoods are set using “true values”
Bendale and Boult (2015), “Towards open world recognition”, 2015 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR).
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ONLINE LEARNING
▶Adapt to changing circumstances: hair cuts/ styles, glasses, time 
schedules
▶Likelihoods of the Bayesian network are learned from data using 
Expectation Maximization and Maximum Likelihood
Enrollment False recognition Learned
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USER-STUDY*
▶Objective: evaluate the system in a real-world interaction and 
learn the weights and parameters of the network
▶Data: 14 participants (age range 24-40), 4 weeks period, 66 
images per user
* Irfan et al. (2018), ‘Multi-modal Open- Set Person Identification in HRI’, Social Robots in the Wild workshop, HRI
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ENROLLMENT
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IDENTIFICATION
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PARAMETERS AND METRICS
▶Several normalisation methods (norm-sum, min-max, softmax, tanh) and 
optimised weights on training, closed-set and open-set test
▶Open-set evaluation metrics:
▶DIR: fraction of correctly classified probes within the probes of the 
enrolled users, i.e. the known user is identified correctly
▶FAR: fraction of incorrectly classified probes within the probes of the 
unknown users, i.e. the unknown user is identified as a known user
▶ Ideally DIR=1.0 and FAR=0.0
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RESULTS: FACE RECOGNITION THRESHOLD
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RESULTS: QUALITY OF ESTIMATION
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CONCERNS
▶Small population
▶Narrow age range
▶Why didn’t online learning perform better?
▶Ideal tradeoff between DIR and FAR?
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MULTI-MODAL LONG-TERM USER RECOGNITION 
DATASET*
* This work and the following results are submitted to: Irfan et al. (2018), Frontiers in Robotics and AI: Human-Robot Interaction journal
Rothe et al. (2016), ‘Deep expectation of real and apparent age from a single image without facial landmarks’, IJCV 
▶200 celebrities from IMDB-WIKI cropped face dataset (Rothe et al. 
2016), age range (10-63)
▶NAOqi for obtaining face, gender and age estimations
▶Artificially generated height estimations and time of interaction:
▶Gaussian: users seen at certain times of the day in a week
▶Uniform: random interaction times
▶Created two datasets each with Gaussian or uniform times:
▶10 times
▶different amount of times
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LONG-TERM RECOGNITION LOSS (L)
▶Optimise the trade-off between DIR and FAR
▶ is the ratio of importance of DIR compared to FAR, based on 
average number of observations per user 
B. Irfan et al. Multi-modal Open World User Identification
identification. Instead, the trade-off between DIR and FAR that depends on the threshold of the identifier,284
is generally represented by a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The standard practice in285
biometric identification is to determine the desired FAR, which would then set the threshold and henceforth286
the DIR.287
Depending on the biometric application, the cost of incorrectly identifying a user as known may be very288
different from the cost of incorrect identification of the enrolled user (Jain et al., 2011). For short-term289
interactions, in which a user will be encountered 1-2 times, FAR is as important or more important than290
DIR. However, for long-term interactions, the users will be encountered a greater number of times. Thus,291
correctly identifying a user (in a closed-set) becomes more important than correctly identifying that the292
user is unknown (open-set). Hence, we introduce the long-term recognition performance loss (L) that293
creates a balance between DIR and FAR based on the average number of observations per user (no), as294
presented in (12), where ↵ is the ratio of importance of DIR compared to FAR.295
We optimise the weights of the BN through the loss function, for gender (wG), age (wA), height (wH)296
and time (wT ) in [0, 1] range, along with quality (Q) that can change within the [0, 0.5] range. Ideally297
L = 0, where all the unknown users are identified as such (FAR = 0.0) and the kn wn users are correctly298
identified (DIR = 1.0).299
L = ↵ ⇤ (1 DIR) + (1  ↵) ⇤ FAR
↵ = 1  1
no
(12)
3.7 Normalisation Methods300
The scores from each modality must be normalised into a common range (e.g. [0, 1]) to ensure a301
meaningful combination. It is important to choose a method that is insensitive to outliers and provides a302
good estimate of the distribution (Jain et al., 2005), such as, minmax (MM ), tanh (Hampel et al., 1986)303
(TH), softmax (Bishop, 2006) (SM ), and norm-sum (dividing each value by the sum of values) (NS).304
We introduce hybrid normalisation (H) which combines the methods that achieve the lowest loss for each305
modality.306
3.8 Extendability307
The presented approach uses only one primary biometric, hence, in the absence of facial information, the308
image is discarded and the user is not recognized since soft biometric information would not be sufficient309
to estimate the identity. However, the system can be extended with other primary biometric traits, such as310
voice and fingerprint, and other soft biometrics, such as the location of interaction, eye colour and gait, to311
improve the recognition.312
The proposed approach does not require heavy-computing, therefore, it is suitable for use on commercially313
available robots. We use this system on Pepper and NAO4 robots for our experiments. These robots are314
operated by NAOqi5 software, which includes different modules that allowed us to extract face similarity315
scores, gender, height and age estimations from a single image. However, the network is applicable to any316
identifier software on any platform. The estimations from these modalities are fed into the network. The317
internal states of the proprietary algorithm are inaccessible, hence, we assume that the gender and age318
4 https://www.softbankrobotics.com/corp/robots/
5 http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-5
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HYPOTHESES
▶Long-term recognition performance loss (L) will be reduced and 
DIR compared to face recognition alone will be increased
▶Online learning will reduce L and improve DIR
▶When the time of interaction is uniformly distributed, L will be 
higher
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RESULTS: DIR
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Figure 6. Comparison of loss (L), FAR and DIR for the proposed Bayesian network (BN), face recognition
(FR), and soft biometrics (SB) on the presented datasets for training (100 users), closed-set test (100 users)
and open-set tests (200 users) for ten samples (DT) and all samples (DA) datasets with Gaussian (G)
and uniform (U) times: (A) DTG, (B) DTU, (C) DAG, (D) DAU. Standard deviation values of 5-fold
cross-validation are shown with error bars.
showed an increase by only 1  4%. However, the higher number of users (100-200 users compared to 14)423
lowered face recognition DIR to a large extent from 90.3% to 30%, which could be one of the reasons of424
the substantial increase in DIR.425
It should be noted that the increase in DIR provided by our network (27  37%) is higher than the DIR of426
the soft biometrics (19   22%). This shows that the soft biometric data are not sufficient to identify an427
individual, yet when combined with the primary biometric, they improve the identification rate considerably.428
This conclusion is supported by the datasets where the time of interaction is uniformly distributed. Due429
to the high variability of the time, the identification rate of SB is close to zero. However, in addition to430
FR, they improve the recognition by 22% in DT, and 35% in DA. This result along with the non-zero431
optimised weights support that the inclusion of age, gender and height modalities increases the recognition432
rates, suggesting that the visual modalities contain additional information to the FR, and confirming our433
initial assumption of conditional independence. Figure 7 shows examples from DAG where the FR fails to434
recognise the user due to the low similarity score (< ✓FR = 0.4), whereas, our proposed model identifies435
the user correctly based on the soft biometric information. The quality of estimation (Q) varies depending436
on the highest FR similarity score, as well as the disagreement between modalities. For example, for437
the third user (Sandra Oh), the highest FR similarity score (rank 1) is very low, corresponding to David438
Schwimmer who is 28 years old in the dataset, has a height of 185 with the enrollment time of interaction439
on Tuesday at 18:16. The age did not provide information to differentiate the user from the incorrect440
Frontiers 15
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▶22- 40% increase (doubling FR!)
▶Soft biometrics have as much 
recognition power as FR when 
time is consistent
▶Soft biometrics alone are not 
able to identify when the time is 
uniform
▶Higher increase than soft 
biometrics only
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▶FR generally identifies users 
as “unknown”, hence has low 
FAR
▶FAR is considerably higher 
than FR, but this can be 
changed by adjusting    in 
loss function
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RESULTS: FAR
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identification. Instead, the trade-off between DIR and FAR that depends on the threshold of the identifier,284
is generally represented by a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. The standard practice in285
biometric identification is to determine the desired FAR, which would then set the threshold and henceforth286
the DIR.287
Depending on the biometric application, the cost of incorrectly identifying a user as known may be very288
different from the cost of incorrect identification of the enrolled user (Jain et al., 2011). For short-term289
interactions, in which a user will be encountered 1-2 times, FAR is as important or more important than290
DIR. However, for long-term interactions, the users will be encountered a greater number of times. Thus,291
correctly identifying a user (in a closed-set) becomes more important than correctly identifying that the292
user is unknown (open-set). Hence, we introduce the long-term recognition performance loss (L) that293
creates a balance between DIR and FAR based on the average number of observations per user (no), as294
prese ted in (12), where ↵ is the ratio of importance of DIR compared to FAR.295
We optimise the weights of the BN through the loss function, for gender (wG), age (wA), height (wH)296
and time (wT ) in [0, 1] range, along with quality (Q) that can change within the [0, 0.5] range. Ideally297
L = 0, where all the unknown users are identified as such (FAR = 0.0) and the known users are correctly298
identified (DIR = 1.0).299
L = ↵ ⇤ (1 DIR) + (1  ↵) ⇤ FAR
↵ = 1  1
no
(12)
3.7 Normalisation Methods300
The scores from each modality must be normalised into a common range (e.g. [0, 1]) to ensure a301
meaningful combination. It is important to choose a method that is insensitive to outliers and provides a302
good estimate of the distribution (Jain et al., 2005), such as, minmax (MM ), tanh (Hampel et al., 1986)303
(TH), softmax (Bishop, 2006) (SM ), and norm-sum (dividing each value by the sum of values) (NS).304
We introduce hybrid normalisation (H) which combines the methods that achieve the lowest loss for each305
modality.306
3.8 Extendability307
The presented approach uses only one primary biometric, hence, in the absence of facial information, the308
image is discarded and the user is not recognized since soft biometric information would not be sufficient309
to estimate the identity. However, the system can be extended with other primary biometric traits, such as310
voice and fingerprint, and other soft biometrics, such as the location of interaction, eye colour and gait, to311
improve the recognition.312
The proposed approach does not require heavy-computing, therefore, it is suitable for use on commercially313
available robots. We use this system on Pepper and NAO4 robots for our experiments. These robots are314
operated by NAOqi5 software, which includes different modules that allowed us to extract face similarity315
scores, gender, height and age estimations from a single image. However, the network is applicable to any316
identifier software on any platform. The estimations from these modalities are fed into the network. The317
internal states of the proprietary algorithm are inaccessible, hence, we assume that the gender and age318
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Figure 6. Comparison of loss (L), FAR and DIR for the proposed Bayesian network (BN), face recognition
(FR), and soft biometrics (SB) on the presented datasets for training (100 users), closed-set test (100 users)
and open-set tests (200 users) for ten samples (DT) and all samples (DA) datasets with Gaussian (G)
and uniform (U) times: (A) DTG, (B) DTU, (C) DAG, (D) DAU. Standard deviation values of 5-fold
cross-validation are shown with error bars.
showed an increase by only 1  4%. However, the higher number of users (100-200 users compared to 14)423
lowered face recognition DIR to a large extent from 90.3% to 30%, which could be one of the reasons of424
the substantial increase in DIR.425
It should be noted that the increase in DIR provided by our network (27  37%) is higher than the DIR of426
the soft biometrics (19   22%). This shows that the soft biometric data are not sufficient to identify an427
individual, yet when combined with the primary biometric, they improve the identification rate considerably.428
This conclusion is supported by the datasets where the time of interaction is uniformly distributed. Due429
to the high variability of the time, the identification rate of SB is close to zero. However, in addition to430
FR, they improve the recognition by 22% in DT, and 35% in DA. This result along with the non-zero431
optimised weights support that the inclusion of age, gender and height modalities increases the recognition432
rates, suggesting that the visual modalities contain additional information to the FR, and confirming our433
initial assumption of conditional independence. Figure 7 shows examples from DAG where the FR fails to434
recognise the user due to the low similarity score (< ✓FR = 0.4), whereas, our proposed model identifies435
the user correctly based on the soft biometric information. The quality of estimation (Q) varies depending436
on the highest FR similarity score, as well as the disagreement between modaliti s. For xam le, for437
the third user (Sandra Oh), the highest FR similarity score (rank 1) is very low, corresponding to David438
Schwimmer who is 28 years old in the dataset, has a height of 185 with the enrollment time of interaction439
on Tuesday at 18:16. The age did not provide information to differentiate the user from the incorrect440
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RESULTS: LONG-TERM RECOGNITION LOSS
▶Loss is substantially 
decreased for training and 
test sets
▶Open-set test results are 
comparable to the training 
set
▶Online learning has lower 
loss than FR, but higher loss 
than no learning
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ADVANTAGES OF MULTI-MODAL RECOGNITION
TRUE VALUES ESTIMATED VALUES
ID 77 FR: 0 BN: 77
FACE SANDRA OH DAVID SCHWIMMER
[13.9%]
GENDER FEMALE MALE [66%]
AGE 33 28 [40%]
HEIGHT 168 172.7 [8%]
TIME OF INTERACTION THURSDAY, 08:14 THURSDAY, 07:57
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CONCLUSIONS
Multi-modal incremental Bayesian network in open-set and closed-
sets for both small and large datasets:
▶improves identification substantially
▶decreases the long-term recognition loss
▶performs better without online learning
▶is suitable to be applied on robots in the wild and in the long-term 
HRI studies as an initial step towards personalising the interaction 
▶BONUS: code and dataset will be released
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FUTURE WORK: LONG-TERM MEMORY
▶Recall previous memories to personalise current interaction
▶Rule-based methods are limited to designed interaction
▶Machine learning methods for online learning
▶Goal-based interaction to learn preferences of the user
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